1999 cavalier z24

For nearly two decades the Cavalier has been a staple sales leader for Chevy dealers.
Understandably so, because the Cavalier offers reasonable value and is priced low enough to
compete favorably in the compact market, often undercutting smaller models from other
manufacturers. But small car sales are suffering due to a strong economy and low fuel prices.
Who needs a compact car when a roomy sedan or sport utility is within financial reach?
Nonetheless, the Cavalier is good transportation, offering adequate room for four adults, decent
performance and acceptable interior accommodations. Styling is attractive and contemporary,
and there is a model to suit almost everyone's needs. Exterior changes included two new
colors, revised badges for RS models and a body-colored grill for RS and LS versions. Inside,
the passenger's visor map strap has been removed and lighting for the glovebox and ashtray
has been deep-sixed. If you want an ashtray and lighter, the dealer will install it for you. Also
available is On-Star communications, though we don't imagine many Cavalier buyers will opt for
it. The Z24 convertible has new red accents on graphite-colored seats. GM's venerable 2.
Equipped with this powerplant, the Cavalier lags behind its primary domestic competition, the
Dodge Neon, in power and acceleration. Optional in LS sedan is a 2. The Cavalier is a much
more livable car with this engine, and we wish that Chevrolet offered this powertrain in base
models as well. The Twin Cam engine is standard in the sporty Z24 coupe and convertible.
Manually-shifted Z24 coupes are as quick as the Neon Sport Coupe from rest to 60 mph. The
interior is reasonably comfortable and well laid-out. Antilock brakes are standard equipment.
And, best of all, the price is dead on; low enough to make the Chevrolet Metro sedan an
exercise in redundancy. We recommend that you check out the Cavalier if a compact car fits
your needs. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Chevrolet Cavalier. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Cavalier lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Z24 is a stylish, speedy, low-buck sport coupe. You get what you pay for in terms of
comfort and convenience. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The 2. Read more. Write a review See all 73 reviews. I've had
this cavalier for 2 years now and I just cant get it out of the shop. Besides it being ugly and
small, the car has had bad brakes, bad spark plugs put in, very bad gas milage, engine mount
problems, alignment problems, bad computer system, oil leaks, cracked air seals, not to
mentino all the other problems i've fixed. I acquired this car from my son after turning my 4 door
car over to my children for their family use. I immediately noticed the 35 mpg plus highway gas
mileage with the 4 speed automatic transmission. This car runs all day at highway speed, uses
no oil or has any fluid leaks. Replacement parts are inexpensive. This is truly the most reliable,
least cost per mile vehicle i've ever owned. At , miles I may change the transmission fluid for the
first time. I can't imagine any foreign vehicle delivering this value. Read less. Bought this car off
of a friend for bones as a beater car I hate car loans! Got the car at , miles, now have , and still
runs like a champ! Starts funny, struts are messed up, but still runs great like the first day we
signed the title over. I've owned a camry and got less value off of that than my little cavy. That
Toyota was junk, go GM! See all 73 reviews of the Used Chevrolet Cavalier. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Cavalier. Sign Up. GM had long since given up the comical
delusion that the Cavalier was the up-market Accord competitor it had intended at its
introduction. What that meant was a perfectly reasonable MSRP which was enhanced by literally
thousands and thousands of dollars in discounts and rebates all year long. With the 2. In my
first big-boy job with a national accrediting agency, I traveled around the country and had spent
time in both previous and this generation Cavalier rentals, and was always impressed. For
basic, somewhat comfortable transportation, it was hard to beat the Cavalier for value.
Unfortunately, all of that honest goodness was lost trying to turn the Cavalier into a sporty
convertible. I would like to say that I at least enjoyed putting the top down, but they gave me
this car in December, so it was much too cold for that. My wife and I drove it from our Arlington,

VA home to Winchester to visit some friends, and the minute trip was less than pleasant. I was
happier to see this car go the following Monday than any other car I drove during my stint. The
Chevy Cavalier is one of the best economy car values in the U. Our Z24, which is the only
convertible trim available, had the classic bright red paint with arctic white top color scheme.
However, Chevy carried the white inside, creating a strange white, grey, and charcoal tri-color
interior which is tacky at best. The gauges are clear, the controls are logical, and the fat, padded
steering wheel was a pleasure to grip. Like most convertibles, the thick C-pillars and tiny glass
rear window create bad blind spots, which standard dual power mirrors fortunately help
overcome. The rear seat is understandably tight, but trunk room is larger than you would guess,
and an unexpected pleasure was the fold-down rear seat. As acceleration is quite strong with
either transmission, most buyers will be happiest with the optional automatic over the notchy
manual. The ride is active, and less-than-smooth roads ignite a cacophony of cowl shake,
squeaks, and rattles. But grab the handle that automatically lowers the top and windows in less
than a minute, and the world changes. Just be sure to check out the comparatively priced V6
Mustang before you buy. Type: Two-door Convertible Engine: horsepower, 2. Thanks to
AutoEvolution for the manufacturer photo of my color scheme in the appropriate size! The cowl
shake was unbelievable and the entire top of the dash wobbled and flexed just going down a
slightly bumpy road. Just complete shit. By this point in its life they learned to make it
dependable enough and the tooling costs were absorbed, leading to lower pricing, and that was
it. The Cavalier does not, even among people who like cheap smallish cars like me. I just draw a
similar parallel with the LS powered F bodies being preceded by their acceleration, just as you
mentioned in the paraphrased quote about the Cavalier for its segment. Both are examples of
GM selling the sizzle, but not the steak. Cute little rig but a real turd. Had one as a rental back in
the day when my Achieva was in the shop. Made the Olds look like a Caddy. Cheap interior,
more rattles and shakes than a basket of snakes. Cavalier was always a J-body. Otherwise, with
the exact same platform, base engine and parts-bin optional engine, calling it a redesign is even
more of a stretch. Depending on how related they are, that suggests some potential
compatibility with subassemblies. For the second-generation, the, A-body, L-body and N-body
got consolidated into the new N-body, and that was a complete re-engineering of the platform.
In ish we had a rental Sunfire in Mexico. It was truly wretched. It had that grim charcoal
monochrome interior, and that ubiquitous Sunfire Green that they all seemed to be painted. The
worst feature was that it droned up the hills, and droned down the hills. The engine noise was
really, really bad, both loud and unpleasant in quality. We bought a portable cassette player and
played the Fantasia Soundtrack over and over and over to try to drown out the horrible engine
noise. Then we hit a bump in the middle of nowhere on the highway and blew out two tyres.
Luckily, a nice man in an Alliance took pity on us as Mexicans do and helped us go get the tyres
replaced. Alamo refused to reimburse us for the tyres. The LeBaron would have been infinitely
better than this car and had a reasonable back seat unlike the Mustang. I test drove a cavalier
after my 95 Achieva died. The achieva was a horrible car with a crashy ride and horribly cheap
interior but the cavalier was even worse. The cheapness was beyond mind blowing. The
uncomfortable seats were so short it felt like it was just your ass in the seat and they were made
from some styrofoam material that you can see through the tiny threadcount fabric. The whole
dash shook while driving. Everything you touched felt like it would break off if you used a little
too much force while operating it, especially the door handles. Not surprising, though.
Chevrolet finally has a competitor to the Ford Taurus. As stated in the article, it was a simple
lever in the middle of the headliner. After you unsnapped it and pulled it down which released
the catches , you pulled the lever back to lower, then pushed forward to raise. By the time the
light changed, your top would be raised and secured. In which case, yikes, and I feel your pain.
The owner of the car, fortunately, had no such complaintsâ€¦but then, she was much shorter
than I. One final thing: the Cavalier Convertible was the last of its kind, at least from GM. But
there was never a Cobalt Convertible. Can you imagine how under-engineered it one would have
been? The thought gives me goosebumps. That issue with the Accord seats would have
definitely been uncovered during one of my test drives, since I tell the salesman to stay behind
and generally take the car out for about an hour. At least we still have the Mustang and Camaro
convertibles. To pile on this poor little turd some more, we rented a Cavalier convertible when
visiting Maui, where just about all the rental cars at the airport were base model convertibles,
whether Cavaliers, Mustangs, or Chrysler Sebrings. As for the craptitude of the Cavalier, I had a
work colleague who owned two of this generation and kept both for years, so they were
apparently durable, if not always reliable. Seems to me that this was the hair shirt solution to
long-running marital strife. When we were in Hawaii in It was a rough road. I guess I will pile on
to the Caviler hate. I got a Caviler sedan as a rental when I interviewed for my first real lob after
college, in I think by then it might have been a fleet-only model. But the Caviler was by far the

worst rental car I ever drove. I remember it being noisy, and the whole car shook and vibrated
when I turned the wheel all the way to one side as when parallel parking. Best car I ever owned.
In the 12 years I had it, it only left me stranded once when the original battery died in Changed
oil, fluids, brakes and tires and that was it. Sold it in at , miles to a college kid. I hate everything
about these cars. Little else to be said besides that my extensive exposure to them and familial
similarities to other GM cars turned me off of modern Chevy and GM. Yeah, they inexplicably
stay running, but the quality of life is miserable. I remember this, Chevy could have called this
interior harlequin, only that would imply cheery, which this combination was the opposite of. At
54, kilometers, the head gasket blew and it needed a new transmission. I think it was a 2. Once
these were fixed a big failure for a two year old car , we kept it until , when a red light runner
crashed into the Cavalier head on. The crumple zone and the air bags saved my son that day,
but the little Chevy was done. I have not stepped inside a General Motors dealer since. It should
have been so much better. The and up generation of the Cavalier may have been cheap and
reliable, but in my opinion they were UGLY both inside and out â€” another blob body style and
cheap plastic interior. I thought the 1st generation â€” were the most attractive inside and out
especially in 2 door coupe form. The â€” were also very nice as well. Other than a minor water
leak and the fuel gauge stopped working around , that car was super reliable, decent fuel
economy and a nice amount of pep. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of
follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Posted July 23, at AM. From about
that time, I remember reading a small-car comparo online, maybe Edmunds. Posted July 23, at
PM. Posted July 24, at PM. Tom C. Adam Dixon. Kyree S. William Hall. I guess these worked for
some people, just not nearly enough of us. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will
not be published. American Brands: GM. American Brands: Ford. American Brands: Chrysler.
Automotive Histories and Misc. Asian Brands. UK Brands. Australian Brands. European Brands.
Trucks, Pickups and Vans. Motorcycles, Trikes, Bicycles. Engines, Transmissions and other
Tech. RVs, Motorhomes, Trailers, Campers. Avatars by Sterling Adventures. Copyright Curbside Classics. All Rights Reserved. Make Chevrolet. Model Cavalier. I recently had the coil
pack housing replaced and took it for a tune-up new spark plugs, etc. A new battery was
installed last week. At only 85, miles, it's running smoothly and is very reliable. Message me
with any questions or if you'd like to check it out. Runs very well. Driven all summer without
issue, over miles in a few months. Regularly MPG. Loves the highway! Bump the key and go,
starts first time every time regardless of weather. All power options function as intended,
although passenger window is notably slower than the others when rolling up. Stereo
sometimes does not play through R speakers and does not play cassette tapes. Cruise Control
works correctly. All gauges read accurately and work properly. Any problems corrected, any
maintenance addressed: New Windshield Make Chevrolet. Automobile has normal wear of a
automobile. No issues with drive train and is in running order. The automobile is located in the
eastern part of North Carolina. Willing to meet anyone to inspect or drive the vehicle in a public
area. Auto will need to be picked up by buyer. The engine seemed to be in great condition with
only approximately 87, miles. This car has been in my own opinion well taken care and well
maintenance as of the last three years. This car was in two magazines, including the cover of
jbody mag in with over 50 trophies. Full custom Marbleized exterior paint job. Full fiberglass
interior paint job. TV's in side, as well as in back windows shown on exterior. Play station 2.
Carbon fiber taillights. Nitrous purge kit. Cold air intake. New yellow top battery. New timing belt
and water pump. Shaved door handles with door popper remote. Alarm system. I've had this car
since miles. Has chips here and there. Needs new tire and cd player. Willing to negotiate.
Excellent condition one owner car owned by a non-smoker. Teal Blue paint still has it's original
deep blue color. Interior seats are light tan color material that show very limited wear. Tires are
new and have only a few hundred miles. The car runs very good and has been very reliable. The
car was always serviced by a Chevy dealer. Classic 5 speed, V6 manual transmission Z24 Chevy
Cavalier. Brand new tires all 4 , new exhaust system, replaced bake lines and brakes, and all
hoses, thermostat. Only 2 owners! The air conditioner needs to be recharged, but everything
else has been fixed. Passed inspection in May Title is free and clear. Body is in good shape, no
accidents, just normal wear inside and out. Fast little car. Good gas mileage freeway, and fair in
town driving. Body is Coupe. This car runs and drives as it should, it does have k on the body
but has only k on a replacement engine, the headliner is starting to fall and the passenger side
windows does fall off track but will still roll up an down. It drives really smooth! The stereo will
keep the music going during your daily commute! The cruise control takes all the effort out of
those long drives. With seating for 4 adults and a spacious trunk, there is plenty of room for the
whole family and all your stuff! This is the perfect family car or first car for the new driver in the
family! And the best part? You can put the top down and enjoy all the beautiful weather Florida

has to offer! White with dark interior Runs well Looks good Good tires on aluminum rims plus
an extra matching wheels and good tires!!! We bought it with about 75, miles about and have
had less then normal maintenance needed. This car is still an eye catcher. You would never
know it's 26 years old when you see it. There's that classic Z style that turns everyone's head.
She's fun and fast. Mechanically sound, I still drive it to work daily. It's going to be hard to part
with, but I'd like to sell it to someone who will keep it running for a long time and fix it up they
way it should be. If I had the money, I would do it myself. This car came from California and it
has been stored winters. Just bought new tabs. Let me know if you have any additional
questions and thank you for looking. The interior has no rips or tears, but shows wea
2006 mitsubishi outlander
chevrolet tahoe manual
1999 chevy silverado heater core removal
r. Please call or text him with all questions at Leave a message. He works during the day and
will return your calls in the evening. It is in good condition and the owner would not to be
hesitant to drive it just about anywhere. Please Note: Four origional factory aluminum wheels
are included in sale. Again, I am listing this car for a friend. He works during the day and will
return your calls or texts in the evening. Brooklyn, NY. Bakersfield, CA. Elk Grove, CA. Oregon
City, OR. Sacramento, CA. Gervais, OR. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Cars for Sale Chevy Cavalier Z Chevrolet : Cavalier Z24 chevy cavalier z 24 convertible
2. Year Make Chevrolet Model Cavalier. Chevrolet : Cavalier Z24 89 chevy chevrolet cavalier z 24
convertible 5 speed manual 2. Chevrolet : Cavalier z24 cavalier z 24 2. Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

